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1. BONUS DRAWS
On Monday, January 17, 2022 and on Thursday, January 20, 2022, (each a “Bonus Draw
Date”), Interprovincial Lottery Corporation (“ILC”) will cause 3 additional selections each
composed of 5 numbers from 1 to 49 inclusive to be drawn at random (the “Bonus
Selections”). Each draw will be known as a “Bonus Draw”.
2. WINNING SELECTIONS
A winning selection as a result of any Bonus Draw is determined where all the 5 Main Numbers
of such selection correspond to those of any of the Bonus Selections drawn for the Bonus
Draw (“Winning Bonus Selection”).
3. WINNING TICKETS
Any Daily Grand ticket valid for a Bonus Draw Date bearing one of the 3 Winning Bonus
Selections drawn on that date is a winning ticket and entitles its holder(s), subject to the Daily
Grand Game Conditions, to claim a Bonus Draw prize, determined as follows:
a) if there is only one Winning Bonus Selection for a given Bonus Draw, an annuity prize
of $25,000 a year for life or a single lump sum cash payment of $500,000;
b) if there is more than one Winning Bonus Selection for a given Bonus Draw, the annuity
prize of $25,000 a year for life for that draw will not be available, and the prize for
each Winning Bonus Selection for that draw will be paid as a single lump sum cash
payment determined by dividing $500,000 by the number of Winning Bonus Selections
for that draw, provided that cents are increased to the next $0.10 (e.g. if there are 3
Winning Bonus Selections for a draw the $166,666.66 is rounded up to $166,666.70).
4. PRIZE CLAIMS
Prizes must be claimed within one year of the Bonus Draw Date.
5. ODDS OF WINNING
The approximate odds of winning in a Bonus Draw are one in 1,906,884.
6. APPLICABLE GAME CONDITIONS
These Bonus Draw G a m e Conditions are supplemental to the ILC Daily Grand Game
Conditions which are governed by the ILC Rules and Regulations Respecting Lotteries
and Lottery Tickets and are available upon request. Unless otherwise defined herein,
capitalized words have the meanings ascribed to them in the ILC Daily Grand Game
Conditions.

